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in comparison with the big grain, coffee, tea "factories"
with their fleet of tractors, "combines," etc, The question
of reorganising agricultural production on collective and
mechanised lines, raised by the bold collectivisation
policy in the U.S.S.R., stands before the co-operative
world in all its importance and acuteness. The new
method of mechanised agriculture can be successful in
the countries with a numerous small-farmer population
only if developed on co-operative lines.
Agricultural co-operation, as well as that of the con-
sumers, has to face in its marketing activities the rivalry
of the highly monopolised and centralised capitalist
concerns which conduct the international trade in
agricultural products. In order to be able to hold its own
in the competition with them the agricultural co-operative
movement must co-ordinate internationally the selling
operations of the co-operative producers' organisations of
different countries. It must also pay particular attention
to the development of direct trading operations with the
consumers' organisations. Agricultural co-operation, with
the exception of some provincial banks in India, or
British Malaya, etc., has not sufficient funds for the
fulfilment of these new tasks; they are potential cus-
tomers for the supply of funds by other branches of
the movement.
The financing of co-operative activities is the main
task of co-operative capital. But there is another great
problem facing co-operative finance all over the world:
it is the establishment of personal credit facilities, on
co-oporative lines, for the working population, who are
at present deprived of any substantial hfclp from banking
sources and left at the mercy of money-lenders and
usurers. As shown by the activities of cooperative credit
institutions, small credit can be conducted on efficient
and progressive lines when organised on a co-operative
basis. The co-operative method possesses certain features
which eliminate the difficulties encountered by commer-
cial banking when applied to small credit
The part which has to be played by the Central

